General Data Issues

The purpose of this document is to provide background information on a wide range of methodological and statistical issues related to Healthy People 2020 (HP2020) data. References and links to related webpages are included under each topic.
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A. HP2020 Objectives: Definition of Types

HP2020 included 1,198 objectives when it launched in December 2010. Over the decade, objectives were added and archived based on emerging needs and public health recommendations. The Healthy People 2020 Midcourse Review included 1,271 objectives (1). Of these, data were available for 1,054 objectives; these objectives are said to be measurable since they have at least one data point (baseline data). 135 objectives did not yet have baseline data, even though a data source may have been identified; these objectives are said to be developmental. The remaining 82 objectives included in the Healthy People 2020 Midcourse Review have been archived.

1. Measurable Objectives

Measurable objectives have a national baseline value. The baselines use valid and reliable data generally derived from currently established and, where possible, nationally representative data systems.

a. Trackable Objectives

Trackable objectives are a subset of measurable objectives that have a target and at least two data points (i.e., data for the baseline year(s) and at least one additional point in time). Progress toward the 2020 target can be assessed only for trackable objectives.

b. Baseline-only Objectives

Baseline-only objectives are a subset of measurable objectives for which progress toward target attainment cannot be assessed because there is only a single data point.

c. Informational Objectives

Informational objectives are a subset of measurable objectives with baselines for which targets have not been established, meaning progress toward target attainment cannot be assessed. These objectives remain of public health importance and are maintained for informational purposes.

2. Developmental Objectives

Developmental objectives lack baseline data and, therefore, do not have targets and cannot be tracked for progress. However, most developmental objectives included in HP2020 have a potential data source that ultimately could provide baseline data and at least one follow-up data point.
3. Archived Objectives

Archived objectives are no longer being monitored due to changes in science, lack of data source, or replacement with other objectives.

B. HP2020 Objectives: Selection of Targets

All trackable objectives in HP2020 have national targets for the decade. For example, the 2020 target for the Access to Health Services (AHS) objective AHS-1.1 [Increase the proportion of persons with medical insurance] is 100 percent. HP2020 targets are proposed by the topic area workgroups, and then reviewed and approved by the Federal Interagency Workgroup for HP2020.

When sufficient data, knowledge, and expertise exist, HP2020 targets have been set through the application of science- or evidence-based methods, such as modeling, projection, or trend analysis. When circumstances do not permit the use of science- or evidence-based methods, targets generally have been set using a projected 10% improvement relative to baseline values, which was based on an analysis done by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) of hypothetical Healthy People targets. The other methods used for setting HP2020 targets have included:

- Maintaining baseline level
- Maintaining consistency with national programs, regulations, policies, or laws
- Establishing minimum statistical significance
- Retaining Healthy People 2010 targets
- Achieving fixed percentage point improvement
- Achieving total elimination or total coverage

Applicable information on each HP2020 objective’s baseline, target, target-setting method, data source, and revision history can be found at: https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/topics-objectives.
C. HP2020 Data: Methodological and Statistical Issues

1. HP2020 Data Systems

DATA2020 is the HP2020 database and can be found online at: https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/data-search/. About 200 data sources are used in DATA2020. A comprehensive list of HP2020 data systems, with links to online technical details, is available on healthypeople.gov: https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/data-search/Data-Sources

2. Measuring Variability in HP2020 Data Systems

Two main types of data systems are used to track HP2020 objectives: sample surveys and population-count systems (also called surveillance systems). Evaluating data from both types of systems requires consideration of variability. For sample surveys, sampling error (also called sampling variability) is of primary interest, whereas for population-count systems, random variation is of primary interest. Issues of data quality (e.g., item non-response, bias, and non-representativeness) can affect data from both types of sources.

a. Measuring Variability in Sample Surveys

Much of the data used to monitor the HP2020 objectives are derived from sample surveys—such as the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), or the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) —that make estimates for a population from a representative sample of respondents. These estimates are subject to sampling error. One commonly used measure of sampling error is the standard error, which represents the variation in an estimate that can occur by chance since only a sample of the population is surveyed rather than the entire population. Assuming a normal distribution of events, the chances are about 95 in 100 that the difference between the sample estimate and the true population value would be slightly less than twice the standard error. This concept is often referred to as a 95% confidence interval, where the estimate is expressed as a range of the observed rates, approximately ±1.96 × standard error.

To interpret differences between rates for different population groups or changes over time in data derived from sample surveys properly, it is important to consider the variation associated with each rate. HP2020 data tables display detailed race and ethnicity and socioeconomic categories for population-based objectives, when available. However, some data are associated with relatively large standard errors. Thus, point-estimate differences between population subgroups or between a population subgroup and the total population...
may be within the expected sampling error, meaning they are not statistically significant. When available, standard errors and 95% confidence intervals are displayed in the HP2020 data tables and should be considered when evaluating progress over time or comparing population groups for objectives using survey data.

More information on the sample design and variance estimation for some of the major data systems used to monitor the HP2020 objectives can be found in related publications (2–9). Information on additional data systems can be accessed through: https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/data-search/Data-Sources.

b. Measuring Variability in Population-Count Systems

Some of the data systems used to track the HP2020 objectives are based on complete counts of events occurring to the population (e.g. the National Vital Statistics System [NVSS] or the United States Renal Data System [USRDS]). Therefore, these data are not subject to sampling error, although they are subject to errors in the registration process. However, when the estimates are used for analytical purposes, such as the comparison of rates over time or among groups or areas, the number of events that actually occurred may be considered as one of a large series of possible results that could have arisen under the same circumstances. This is known as random variation.

Therefore, it is desirable to compute the standard error of the rates and use that computation in the comparison of interest. Standard errors and associated confidence intervals for rates derived from population-count systems are included in HP2020 data tables when available.

More information on random variation can be found in the “technical notes” section of the annual National Vital Statistics Report (10, 11).

3. Data Suppression

When data are not shown, one of the following symbols is shown in place of a data value:

- **DSU** Data are suppressed (because they do not meet the criteria for statistical reliability, data quality, or confidentiality).

- **---** Data are unavailable (because data for the specific population are not collected or because data have been collected but have not yet been analyzed).
There are three main reasons for why a HP2020 data value is suppressed (shown as DSU):

- The number of events is too small to produce a reliable estimate or may violate confidentiality requirements.
- The sample design does not produce representative estimates for a particular subgroup.
- There is a high item non-response rate or a large number of unknown entries.

For most objectives, an estimate or count based on a single year of data can be shown. However, for some objectives that are based on relatively few events, multiple years of data are used to produce reliable estimates. For example, objectives that are tracked using NHANES use estimates based on 2, 4, or 6 years of data. Similarly, for subpopulations that are small or that experience relatively few events, multiple years of data and/or population categories may be combined to produce reliable estimates.

D. HP2020 Data: Population Data Issues

Mortality and some HP2020 estimates of morbidity are calculated using population counts from the U.S. Census Bureau as denominators. The U.S. Census Bureau provides estimates of the total U.S. population by age, sex, race/ethnicity, state of residence, and urbanicity of county of residence. The methodologies used by the Census to collect and estimate these population counts have changed over time. Detailed information on historical, current, and future population data collection methodologies can be found at [http://www.census.gov](http://www.census.gov).

1. **Postcensal Population Estimates**

Postcensal population estimates are estimates made for the years following a census, before the next census has been taken. National population estimates for the years after the 2010 decennial census (postcensal estimates) are calculated using the 2010 census as the base population and adjusting those counts using the following measures of population change: births and deaths (provided by NCHS), immigration estimates (provided by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services), data on the movement of Armed Forces personnel (from the U.S. Department of Defense [DoD]), movement between Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland (from the Puerto Rico Planning Board), and movement of Federal employees abroad (from the Office of Personnel Management and DoD). These estimates reflect the U.S. population as of July 1 of each year. Postcensal estimates for state and county populations are also calculated using these data, as well as data
from the Internal Revenue Service and state departments of education. Each year following the
decennial census, the U.S. Census Bureau produces a series of postcensal estimates that includes
estimates for the current vintage data year and revised estimates for earlier years. The vintage
year refers to the final year in the time series. Postcensal estimates become less accurate as the
date of the estimates moves farther from the date of the census (13).

2. Intercensal Population Estimates

Intercensal population estimates are estimates made for the years between two completed
censuses and take into account both censuses. After each decennial population census, intercensal
estimates for the preceding decade are calculated to replace postcensal estimates. Intercensal
estimates reflect the population as of July 1 of a given year and are more accurate than postcensal
estimates because they include data from the enumerations at the start and end of the decade.
Once data from the 2020 decennial census are released, intercensal estimates for the period
2011–2019 may be used to revise HP2020 data that is used for trend purposes within the 2030
iteration of Healthy People.

3. Population Undercounts

Some subgroups of the population (including some racial, ethnic, and age groups) are less likely
than others to be completely enumerated in the decennial census. The undercounts of these
groups decrease the denominators and result in overestimates of morbidity and mortality rates
(14, 15). The U.S. Census Bureau makes estimates of net census undercount for the total, white,
and black populations by age, and these estimates are then used to weight the populations used
by most of the national health surveys, including the NHIS, NHANES, the National Survey of Family
Growth (NSFG), and the National Health Care Surveys. However, the NVSS—Mortality and Natality
statistics use population denominators that are not adjusted for net census undercount.

4. Population Coverage

Data for HP2020 objectives cover different “universes” or definitions of the national population,
depending on the data source(s) for the individual objective. For example:

a. Resident Population

The resident population includes all persons whose usual place of residence is in one of the 50
states or the District of Columbia, including Armed Forces personnel stationed in the United
States (U.S.) and institutionalized persons (e.g. prisoners). The resident population is
generally the denominator used for calculating death rates from NVSS, for example.
b. **Civilian Population**

The civilian population is the resident population, excluding members of the U.S. Armed Forces (although their family members are included). Some HP2020 data sources, such as the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS), use the civilian population as the denominator for calculating rates or proportions.

c. **Civilian, Noninstitutionalized Population**

The civilian, noninstitutionalized population is the civilian population not residing in institutions (e.g. correctional facilities, psychiatric hospitals, and nursing homes). This population is the denominator for rates from HP2020 data sources such as the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) and the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS). This population is also used in the weighting procedure to produce national estimates from health surveys such as the NHIS, NHANES, and NSDUH.

E. **HP2020 Data: Vital Records Data Issues**

The U.S. standard certificates of birth and death were revised in 2003 to improve the quality of data reported, to facilitate the collection of data needed to address coding changes resulting from the implementation of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 in 1999, and to address the modification of questions on race and Hispanic origin to reflect standards established by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 1997. For additional information on ICD-10, please see Section G.

Some of the revisions to the death certificate included:

- Provision of additional space in the cause of death section to give the attending physicians more opportunity to list contributing conditions;
- Addition of a question regarding tobacco use to help reduce underreporting of tobacco use as a contributing factor to death;
- Addition of a question regarding pregnancy status of female decedents to improve the reporting of maternal deaths;
- Addition of a question to gather information about the decedent's role in transportation accidents;
- Revision of the education item from an open-ended item about years of education to check boxes of educational degree categories, consistent with U.S. Census Bureau data collection methods;
Revision of the race and Hispanic origin questions from open-ended items to check boxes to replicate the format of the race and Hispanic origin items on the Census questionnaire (16).

Some of the revisions to the birth certificate included:

- Development of standard worksheets for the mother and the facility to enhance the collection of quality, reliable data;
- Recording cigarette usage both before and during certain intervals of pregnancy to document level of smoking;
- Addition of new items on fertility therapy, use of WIC for food during pregnancy, infections during pregnancy, breastfeeding, and principal source of payment for delivery;
- Revision of the education item from an open-ended item about years of education to check boxes of educational degree categories, consistent with U.S. Census Bureau data collection methods;
- Revision of the race and Hispanic origin questions from open-ended items to check boxes to replicate the format of the race and Hispanic origin items on the Census questionnaire (16, 17).

The transition to the 2003 standard vital certificates occurred over several years. By 2016, all states and the District of Columbia had adopted the new birth certificate. By 2017, 49 states and the District of Columbia had adopted the new death certificate and by 2018 the final state also completed the transition.

F. HP2020 Data: Age-adjustment

Age adjustment is a technique to control for differences in age composition between populations, thereby permitting comparison of their rates. In HP2020, age-adjusted rates are usually computed by the direct method, which consists of applying the age-specific rates in a population of interest to a standardized age distribution to eliminate differences in observed rates that result from age differences in the population composition (18).
1. Overview of Methodological Issues with Age-adjustment

   Age-adjusted rates are useful for comparing two or more populations (such as racial/ethnic groups) at a point in time or a single population at two or more points in time. The actual numerical value of an age-adjusted rate is dependent upon the standard population used and should be viewed as a construct or index rather than a direct or actual measure. It is also important to note that age-adjusted rates may only be compared to rates adjusted to the same standard population (18).

   Similarly, the actual numerical value of HP2020 targets for objectives that are measured using age-adjusted rates is dependent upon the standardization used for the target population. Consequently, HP2020 targets for age-adjusted rates do not apply to crude (unadjusted) rates such as those that are displayed for specific age groups in DATA2020.

   In HP2020, many of the mortality objectives are age-adjusted, as are many of the objectives that measure health outcomes and risk factors. Age-adjusted data may be shown for objectives that target either the total population or a subgroup of the population with a large age range. Analyses of population subgroups or objectives that target groups with relatively small age ranges (generally less than 40 years) are usually not adjusted (18). Data for older adult age groups (e.g., 50 and over, 65 and over, etc.) are generally age-adjusted.

   For some population groups, the age-adjusted rates are considerably different from crude (unadjusted) rates. This happens because the age distribution of the group is quite different from the age distribution of the standard population. For example, the Hispanic population has a younger age distribution than the standard population. Consequently, the age-adjusted rates for Hispanics for outcomes and behaviors that are more frequent among older people are higher than the corresponding crude (unadjusted) rates for Hispanics.

   Almost all age-adjusted rates in HP2020 are adjusted using the direct method and are based on the year 2000 standard population, which was derived from the U.S. projected 2000 population. Exceptions may include data provided by Topic Area Workgroups. For example, data provided by the USRDS are adjusted by age, gender, and race based on the contemporaneous national population (19).

   Objectives tracked with age-adjusted data are identified as such in the Data Details, DATA2020 data tables, and DATA2020 charts on the Healthy People 2020 website which can be found at https://healthypeople.gov/2020. Otherwise, data should be considered crude (unadjusted).

The age-adjusted rate (AAR) is a weighted average of age-specific rates where the age-specific weights represent the relative age distribution of a standard population. The AAR is calculated by the direct method using the following formula (19):

\[
AAR = \sum_{i=1}^{I} w_{si} \times R_i,
\]

where \( R_i \) is the age-specific rate for age interval \( i \) \((i=1,...,I)\), \( w_{si} \) denotes the standard weight, given by:

\[
w_{si} = \frac{P_{si}}{\sum P_{si}},
\]

\( P_{si} \) denotes population in age interval \( i \) in the standard population, \( 0 < w_{si} < 1 \), and the weights \( (w_{si}) \) sum to one.

The 2000 U.S. standard population tables used for age-adjustment are available online at:


The age groups used to adjust HP2020 data are shown in the Data Details on the Healthy People website (https://healthypeople.gov/2020) for each objective. The specific age groups used depend on the data system and the population targeted by the objective (21).

A number of HP2020 objectives use age-adjusted data from national health surveys such as the NHIS, the NHAMCS, the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), and NHANES. Data for these objectives are age-adjusted using the above equations with \( R_i \) as the age-specific rate for the health status, health behavior, or health care utilization variable, as appropriate.

In some cases, the applicable age range for the objective may not be the total population. For example, an objective may refer to persons aged 18 years and over, females aged 40 years and over, or persons aged 45–74 years. Similarly, population categories may include a different age range than the total population for that objective. For example, educational attainment for most objectives is reported only for persons aged 25 years and over. In these cases, the weights are based on the population or subpopulation in the specified age range selected for adjustment.

The age distribution of persons with chronic diseases tends to differ considerably from the standard population used for age adjustment. Using the standard age groups to age-adjust an objective with a chronic disease denominator places relatively large weights on the younger age
groups. The relatively small numbers of people with those conditions in these age groups may result in highly variable rates. When the denominator of an objective is the population of persons with a chronic disease (specifically, arthritis, cancer, chronic kidney disease, coronary heart disease, diabetes, or hypertension), the data for those under 45 years (or, in some cases, 40 years) are aggregated into a single group to stabilize the age-adjusted rates. Combining the younger age groups increases stability and reliability of estimates.

For more on age adjustment of survey data for Healthy People objectives, see (21).

G. Disease Definitions and Classification

For every measurable HP2020 objective, the Data Details page on the Healthy People website (https://healthypeople.gov/2020) provides information about how the specific disease of interest is measured and classified, including specific codes based on the data source, as described below.

1. Mortality Data

Data for HP2020 objectives that monitor specific causes of death are classified and coded according to the World Health Organization's (WHO) Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) (22). The ICD for mortality includes disease, injury, and poisoning categories, as well as the rules used to select the single underlying cause of death from the several diagnoses that may be reported on the death certificate. The ICD for mortality also includes definitions, tabulation lists indicating cause-of-death groupings used to present mortality data, and the format of the medical certificate of death. Use of the ICD for the classification and coding of mortality statistics is required under an agreement between the U.S. and the WHO (10).

Since 1900, the ICD for mortality has been revised approximately every 10 years, with the exception of the 20-year interval between the Ninth and Tenth revisions. The revisions are essential to ensure that disease classifications are consistent with advances in medical science and changes in diagnostic practice. The ICD-10 for mortality was implemented in the U.S. effective with deaths occurring in 1999 (23).

Data for most HP2020 mortality objectives are based on the underlying cause of death. The underlying cause of death is defined as the disease or injury that initiated the sequence of events leading directly to death or as the circumstances of the violence or accident that produced the fatal injury (22). It is selected from the conditions entered by the physician in the cause of death section on the death certificate. When more than one cause is entered by the physician, the
underlying cause is determined by the sequence of conditions on the certificate, provisions of the ICD, and associated selection rules and modifications (23). Generally, more information is reported on the death certificate than is directly reflected in the underlying cause of death. Several objectives use all mentions of a cause (or “multiple” cause) on the death certificate.

2. Morbidity Data

Baseline data for cause-specific morbidity objectives are coded to the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) (24). Specific ICD-9-CM codes used for morbidity objectives are shown on the Data Details page on the Healthy People website.

ICD-9-CM is a clinical modification of ICD-9 that includes a fifth digit, thus providing greater specificity and detail than ICD-9. ICD-9-CM is intended to serve as a tool in the classification of morbidity data for indexing of hospital medical records, medical care review, and ambulatory and other medical care programs, as well as for basic health statistics. It is used to code and classify morbidity data from inpatient and outpatient records, physicians’ offices, long term care facilities and most health surveys (24).

Code assignment using ICD-9-CM is based on national coding guidelines. The guidelines for selecting the “first-listed” or principal diagnosis for morbidity records differ from those used to select the underlying cause of death on death records. Under morbidity coding rules, the principal diagnosis is that condition established after study to be chiefly responsible for the admission to the hospital or the encounter with the health care provider for care. Thus, the principal diagnosis may sometimes be an effect of the disease rather than the underlying cause. For example, if a patient with a primary malignant neoplasm with metastasis is admitted and receives treatment directed toward a secondary site, the latter could be the principal diagnosis on the hospital discharge form (25).

In general, the HP2020 morbidity objectives are tracked using the principal diagnosis. However, for some objectives “all-listed” diagnoses, which include the principal and all other (secondary) diagnoses appearing on the medical record, are used to identify cases of a particular condition.

Additional codes have been added and code changes have been made to the ICD-9-CM since its implementation in 1986. A conversion table for diagnosis and procedure code changes between 1986 and the current data year is available to assist users in data retrieval. The table shows the date the new code became effective and its previously assigned code equivalent. The latest additions to the classification appear in bold print (24).
On October 1, 2015, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) replaced the ICD-9-CM with a clinical modification of ICD-10 (International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD-10-CM]) to be used in all healthcare transactions covered by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (26).

H. Population Group Definitions

1. Age

Specific age groups are identified as population categories in the DATA2020 national data tables for some HP2020 objectives. The specific age ranges for which data are available vary by the requirements of the objective or the data source. In addition, many objectives are limited to specific age ranges. For example, some objectives focus only on adolescents and others focus only on the elderly.

Several population categories may be limited to persons of a minimum age (e.g., 25 years for educational attainment), or a maximum age (e.g. 64 years for health insurance status). The age groups that apply to these categories are specific to each objective and may vary by data source. Caution must be exercised when comparing results for age-limited groups with results for the all-ages population.

2. Sex

Data for males and females are reported separately in HP2020 when available and applicable. Sex is self-reported by respondents to surveys and other interview-based data collection systems. In many surveillance systems (e.g., NVSS), sex is usually recorded by health care professionals based on observation or written records. Sex may also be reported by proxies (e.g. the adult head of family or household may report sex of children).

In addition, in HP2020, there are a few objectives that are sex-specific, meaning they track progress toward a 2020 target only for males or females. Examples include C-7 (Reduce the prostate cancer death rate), which applies only to males; and C-4 (Reduce the death rate from cancer of the uterine cervix), which only applies to females.
3. Race and Ethnicity

a. Racial Categories

In 1997, OMB revised the 1977 Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics and Administrative Reporting (OMB Directive 15) and introduced new standards for record-keeping, data collection, and data presentation for race and ethnicity in federal programs (27, 28). The 1977 standards specified four single-race categories: American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, black, and white. The revised 1997 standards required that Federal data collection programs allow respondents to select one or more race categories when responding to a query on their racial identity. This provision means that there are potentially 31 race groups, depending on whether an individual selects one, two, three, four, or all five of the race categories.

Federal agencies are required to offer respondents the option of selecting one or more of the following five racial categories:

**American Indian or Alaska Native.** A person having origins in any of the original peoples of North and South America (including Central America), and who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment.

**Asian.** A person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam.

**Black or African American.** A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.

**Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.** A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands.

**White.** A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa.

These five categories are the minimum set for data on race for Federal statistics, program administrative reporting, and civil rights compliance reporting. The 1997 standards were implemented by the U.S. Census Bureau starting with the 2000 decennial census. Other Federal programs were required to incorporate the new standards into household surveys, administrative forms and records, and other data collections by January 1, 2003.

The 1997 standards explicitly do not include an “other race” category for data collection; however, an “other” category may be used for tabulating and data reporting (28). In the 2010
census, of persons self-identifying their race as “some other race,” 95% also identify themselves as Hispanic; 36.7% of Hispanics selected "some other race" as their sole racial identification (29).

Collection of additional detail on race or ethnicity is permitted so long as the additional categories can be aggregated into the minimum categories. The OMB standards require that at a minimum, the total number of persons identifying with more than one race be reported when data are available. Note that the presentation of detailed information on specific racial combinations is subject to constraints of data reliability and confidentiality standards. In the 2010 census, 2.9% identified with two or more races (29).

b. **Hispanic Origin**

The standards regarding Hispanic origin provide for the collection of data on whether or not a person is of "Hispanic or Latino" culture or origin. This category is defined as follows:

**Hispanic or Latino**—A person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. The term, “Spanish origin” can be used in addition to “Hispanic or Latino.” Persons of Hispanic origin may be of any race and persons in the various race groups may be of any origin.

To provide flexibility and to assure data quality, the 1997 OMB guidelines recommend that a two-question format (separate race and Hispanic ethnicity questions) be used, especially when respondents can self-identify.

- When race and ethnicity are collected separately, ethnicity should be collected first. Most HP2020 data systems that use self-identification, such as the NHIS and NHANES, use the two-question format.

- When self-identification is not feasible (e.g. the National Notifiable Disease Surveillance System [NNDSS]) or when there are overriding data collection considerations (e.g., the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System prior to 2007), a combined race and ethnicity question can be used that includes a separate Hispanic category co-equal with the other (racial) categories. When a combined question is used, more than one entry (race and ethnicity or multiple races) is possible.
c. Transition from the 1977 to the 1997 Standards

Over time, data systems have been revising their collection and tabulation procedures to comply with the 1997 standards. Some data systems quickly implemented the 1997 standards between 1999 and 2003, whereas others were delayed in the process of planning for or implementing the 1997 standards. Therefore, the display of race and ethnicity data in DATA2020 data tables varies across the population-based HP2020 objectives.

During the transition to full implementation of the 1997 OMB standards, two different methods for the collection of race/ethnicity data were used, creating incomparability across data systems. Further, within a given data system, the change in the race standards results in incomparability across time, thus making it difficult to perform trend analyses. The OMB recognized that approaches to make data collected under the 1997 standards comparable to data collected under the 1977 standards would be needed. Therefore, the OMB issued “Provisional Guidance on the Implementation of the 1997 Standards for Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity” (30, 31). This guidance document contains a detailed discussion of “bridging” methods. (Bridging is a mechanism for collapsing the multiple-race group population counts into single-race group counts.)

NVSS is one of the major HP2020 data sources that was delayed in implementing the 1997 OMB standards. This is because vital rates are based on information obtained from vital records collected through the state-based Vital Statistics Cooperative Program. Implementation of the 1997 OMB standards within the Vital Statistics Cooperative System started in 2003, on a state-by-state basis. As of 2016 and 2018, respectively, the race question has been revised on the birth certificates and death certificates of all states and the District of Columbia (see Section E, above). Other major data systems (e.g., the NSFG) have implemented the 1997 OMB standards, but are not reporting data for all the domains, due to lack of reliability of data for some race categories.

d. Bridged-Race Population Estimates

Starting in the 2000 decennial census, the U.S Census Bureau has used the 1997 OMB revised standards for the classification of Federal data on race and ethnicity. Thus, race data from the 2000 and 2010 census are not comparable with race data from data systems that continued to collect data using the 1977 OMB standards. For comparability, NCHS, in collaboration with the U.S. Census Bureau, developed methodology to bridge the race groups in Census 2000 and 2010 to the four single-race categories specified under the 1977 standards. Each year, NCHS has released bridged-race population estimates of the July 1 resident population of the U.S.,
for use in calculating vital rates. Even though Federal programs were to fully implement the revised standards by January 1, 2003, the transition from the 1977 to the 1997 OMB standards has been uneven. Federal systems that rely on information obtained from vital records through state-based programs, such as NVSS, did not fully implement the 1997 standards until data year 2018.

Bridged-race estimates of the July 1 resident population from the latest vintage postcensal series, and the revised 2000-2009 intercensal series are available at:

https://wonder.cdc.gov/bridged-race-population.html

The bridging methodology was developed using information from the 1997–2000 NHIS. The NHIS provides a unique opportunity to investigate multiple-race groups because, since 1982, it has allowed respondents to choose more than one race but has also asked respondents reporting multiple races to choose a primary race. The bridging methodology developed by NCHS involved the application of regression models relating person-level and county-level covariates to the selection of a particular primary race by the multiple-race respondents (32). Bridging proportions derived from these models were applied by the U.S. Census Bureau to the Census 2000 Modified Race Data Summary file. This application resulted in bridged counts of the April 1, 2000 and April 1, 2010, resident single-race populations for the four racial groups specified in the 1977 OMB standards.

e. Misreporting Race/Ethnicity Data

Most health surveys and population-count systems obtain the self-reported race of the respondent, which is considered to be the most accurate representation of a person's racial or ethnic background. However, some data systems cannot collect self-reported race or ethnicity. For example, the NVSS mortality component (NVSS—M) collects information about the decedent from an informant, usually a family member. In other systems, such as those derived from hospital/patient care records, it is often unclear whether the information is self-reported. In these cases, race and ethnicity may be entered by clerical staff, hospital personnel, or someone else based on observation or the report of proxy respondents.

National Vital Statistics System—Mortality

Death rates by race and Hispanic origin may be biased from misreporting of race and Hispanic origin in the numerator of the rates and misreporting and under-coverage in the denominator of the rates (15). Numerator data are from the death certificate as reported by the funeral director based on information from an informant, usually a family member (14).
Denominator data, from surveys or the Census, are either self-reported or reported by a member of the household. Past studies comparing death certificate information with that from independent sources such as the Current Population Survey indicate that the reporting of race on the death certificate is relatively reliable for the white and black populations; however, the reporting of race for other groups and for groups with Hispanic origin may be seriously under-stated (31, 15). Additional problems, such as population undercount (see Section D.3, above), affect population censuses and estimates (33–35). For more on the validity of race and Hispanic origin reporting on death certificates, see https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/series/sr_02/sr02_172.pdf.

For HP2020, infant mortality rates for races and ethnic populations are based on linked files of infant deaths and live births (1, 36). These rates use the race of mother as self-reported on the birth certificate and, therefore, are not affected by the misreporting of race on the death certificate.

**Patient care data**

Systems that collect data from patient records, such as the NHDS, NAMCS, NHAMCS, NNDSS may also misreport the race of some individuals. It is often unclear how race and ethnicity are reported in these systems. The race and ethnicity of the patient may be reported by hospital or other medical care personnel by observation, by proxy report, or by the patient. Therefore, one must use information on race and ethnicity from these systems with caution (37).

**f. Missing Data**

In addition to the problems of misreporting race and ethnicity, the information on race reported by some data systems are often missing or incomplete. Some of these systems are described below.

**National Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys**

Race is not reported for about 10% to 32% of records in NAMCS and NHAMCS. However, missing values are imputed for both surveys (38–43).

**National Notifiable Disease Surveillance System**

Although staff in state health departments and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) attempt to obtain complete demographic information associated with nationally notifiable cases of disease, some data (particularly for the variables of race and ethnicity) are not available for some cases of disease. Laws, regulations, and mandates for public health reporting (including specific data items that are reported) fall under the
authority of individual states, and in some states, race and ethnicity may not be approved for reporting to the national level. Race and ethnicity data may also be unknown when cases are reported from a laboratory or when cases are reported as aggregate disease totals.

4. Education

Educational attainment is typically measured either by the number of years of education an adult has completed or by the highest credential received. The mutually exclusive categories for educational attainment that are generally used in HP2020 are:

- **Less than high school** (adults with less than 12 years of schooling or no high school diploma),

- **High school graduate** [adults with either 12 years of schooling, a high school diploma, or Certificate of General Educational Development (GED)];

- **At least some college** (adults with a high school diploma or GED and more than 12 years of schooling, but without a college degree);

- **Associate’s Degree** (AA, etc.);

- **4-year college degree** (BA, BS, etc.); and

- **Advanced degree** (Master’s Degree, PhD, MD).

In general, data on educational attainment are presented for adults 25 years and over, consistent with guidance given by the U.S. Census Bureau. However, the ages used to report educational attainment vary by data system, as shown in Table 1. Because of the requirements of the different data systems, the age groups used to calculate educational attainment for an objective may differ from the age groups used to report the data for other select populations and the overall measure of the same objective, as shown in the DATA2020 data tables for applicable objectives. Because of possible differences in age ranges, caution must be used in comparing the data by educational attainment with data for the main objective and other select populations.
Table 1. Ages used to report educational attainment for some HP2020 data systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data system</th>
<th>Ages used to report educational attainment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)</td>
<td>25 years and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)</td>
<td>25 years and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Health Interview Survey (NHIS)</td>
<td>25 years and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG)</td>
<td>20–44 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Vital Statistics System—Natality (NVSS-N)</td>
<td>Of mother, 20 years and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH)</td>
<td>18 years and over</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: DATA2020, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics (CDC/NCHS).

5. Income

Income is one of the most common measures of socioeconomic status (SES). Current income provides an indicator of the quality of food, housing, leisure-time amenities, and health care an individual is able to acquire, as well as reflecting the relative position in society. The use of income as a measure of SES involves more practical difficulties. In many health surveys, a substantial number of persons either do not know or refuse to report their incomes (44). As a result, statistical techniques may be used to impute missing values, as described for the 2018 NHIS in https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhis/tecdoc18.pdf.

a. Family Income

For most health surveys, income is defined as income before taxes and does not include the value of non-cash benefits such as food stamps, Medicare, Medicaid, public housing, and employer-provided fringe benefits.

Family income includes wages, salaries, rental income, interest, dividends, profits, and fees from their own businesses, pensions, and help from relatives. The definition of family income depends on a working definition of ‘family’. For example, for the purpose of assessing family income, the top two major data systems in HP2020, namely NHIS and NHANES, consider that all persons within a household who are related to each other by blood, marriage, or adoption constitute a family. Thus, each member of a family is classified according to the total income of the family. Unrelated individuals are classified according to their own individual incomes. Family income data are used in the computation of the poverty threshold that is used for many HP2020 objectives.
b. Poverty Status

Converting family income to poverty status adjusts for family size and composition as well as inflation, facilitating comparisons between groups and over time. Poverty status measures family income relative to family size and composition (e.g. single parent, married couple with children) using the poverty thresholds developed by the U.S. Census Bureau, based on definitions originally developed by the Social Security Administration. These thresholds vary by family size and composition and are updated annually to reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers. Multi- or single-person families with incomes below their appropriate thresholds are classified as below poverty.

For example, for a family of four, the average poverty threshold weighted for family composition was $22,025 in 2008 (the baseline year for many HP2020 objectives). Detailed poverty thresholds by year, size of family, and number of children are available on the U.S. Census Bureau website at:

http://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html

Focusing simply on the dichotomy of “above” versus “below” poverty, however, obscures the full gradient of inequalities in income distribution and the impact on health. In HP2020, additional categories are used to further separate the population above the poverty threshold. For example, the most commonly used set of family income categories in HP2020 are:

- Below the poverty threshold
- At 100–199% of the poverty threshold
- At 200–399% of the poverty threshold
- At 400–599% of the poverty threshold
- At or above 600% of the poverty threshold.

In addition to the limitations discussed for income, converting income to poverty status introduces other issues that need to be considered. If income data are collected by selecting an appropriate income category, rather than giving the actual dollar amount, then the conversion to poverty status must be performed using category means or medians and will thus result in some misclassification.
6. Disability

Disability is operationally defined in a number of different ways for program and research purposes, depending on the data collected by the data systems. In HP2020, many data sources use the American Community Survey (ACS) disability questions, also known simply as the ACS questions, to determine a person’s disability status. The ACS questions were endorsed by the HHS in 2011 as a standard definition of disability to be included on HHS national surveys.

The six ACS questions used to gauge disability are:

For all persons:

- Is this person deaf or does he/she have serious difficulty hearing? [Yes/No]
- Is this person blind or does he/she have serious difficulty seeing even when wearing glasses? [Yes/No]

For persons aged 5 years or over:

- Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, does this person have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering or making decisions? [Yes/No]
- Does this person have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs? [Yes/No]
- Does this person have difficulty dressing or bathing? [Yes/No]

For persons aged 15 years old or over:

- Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition does this person have difficulty doing errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping? [Yes/No]

Respondents who answer “yes” to one or more of the questions are classified as being “at risk” of disability. Used in this way, these questions can identify the majority of persons at risk for disability, depending on their environmental context, and can be used as a stub variable to assess program participation, access to services, or other policy issues.

For some data systems, Healthy People 2020 reports limitation of activity instead of disability. Sub-categories include basic actions difficulty (a composite measure designed to capture any limitations of difficulties in movement, emotional, sensory, or cognitive functioning at the person level) and complex activity limitation (a composite measure that measures any inability to
function successfully in certain social roles). Data systems that use limitation of activity in Healthy People are labeled or footnoted appropriately in Healthy People data tables.

7. Geographic Location

Urban residence in HP2020 (labeled as “urban” in the DATA2020 data tables) is defined as living either within or outside a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) or within or outside the boundaries of an urbanized area and the urban portion of places outside an urbanized area that have a decennial census population of 2,500 or more.

The U.S. Census Bureau (1) uses published criteria to determine the qualification and boundaries of urbanized areas. An urbanized area is an area consisting of a central place(s) and adjacent urban fringe that together have a minimum residential population of at least 50,000 people and generally an overall population density of at least 1,000 people per square mile of land area (45).

The U.S. Office of Management and Budget revises the MSA standards before each decennial census. When census data become available, the standards are applied to define the actual MSAs. An MSA is a county or group of contiguous counties that contains at least one urbanized area of 50,000 or more population. In addition to the county or counties that contain all or part of the urbanized area, an MSA may contain other counties that are metropolitan in character and that are economically and socially integrated with the main city. In New England, cities and towns, rather than counties, are used to define MSAs. Counties that are not within an MSA are considered nonmetropolitan. For current and historical definitions of MSAs, see (45).

8. Health Insurance

The health insurance status population category applies only to persons under age 65 years, because most persons 65 years and over are eligible for Medicare. In the NHIS, respondents are identified as having health insurance if they are covered by either private or public health plans. Private insurance includes fee-for-service plans, single service hospital plans, and coverage by health maintenance organizations. Public insurance includes Medicare, Medicaid, Children's Health Insurance Program, state-sponsored or other government-sponsored health plan, or military plans. Respondents are defined as being uninsured if they had only Indian Health Service coverage or had only a private plan that paid for one type of service, such as accidents or dental care (46). HP2020 data systems other than NHIS define health insurance status similarly.
9. **Sexual Orientation**

HP2020 includes a Topic Area on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) population health, with an overall goal of improving the health, safety, and well-being of LGBT individuals. See the Healthy People website for an overview.

Data by sexual orientation are currently available in DATA2020 for objectives from the NHIS across multiple topic areas, and NSFG for objectives in the Family Planning; Maternal, Infant, and, Child Health; and Sexually Transmitted Diseases topic areas. NCHS continues to investigate cognitively meaningful and statistically reliable techniques for collecting data on sexual orientation and gender identity (47). For a comparison of sexual orientation estimates based on NHIS, NHANES, and NSFG data, see [https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/series/sr_02/sr02_169.pdf](https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/series/sr_02/sr02_169.pdf)

Development, testing, and implementation of questions on gender identity in the NHIS are ongoing (48). New or revised questions aim to reduce misclassification, misinterpretation, and nonresponse. For more information, see [https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/sexual_orientation/faqs.htm](https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/sexual_orientation/faqs.htm)

10. **Veteran Status**

Veteran status is specified as Veteran and non-Veteran. Veterans include those who identify themselves as ever being honorably discharged from active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard. Veteran status data are available for selected objectives in the following HP2020 Topic Areas: Arthritis, Osteoporosis, and Chronic Back Conditions; Chronic Kidney Disease; Diabetes; Heart Disease and Stroke; Mental Health and Mental Disorders; Nutrition and Weight Status; Older Adults; Oral Health; and Substance Abuse.

11. **Obesity Status**

Some HP2020 objectives may specifically track populations of persons who are overweight or obese. Alternatively, categories representing overweight or obese subgroups may be included in the DATA2020 national data tables for more general population objectives. For adults, obesity is determined by using weight and height to calculate a body mass index (BMI). BMI is a measure that adjusts body weight for height. The BMI is calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared. Obesity is defined as a BMI of 30 or more. For youth, obesity is defined as BMI at or above the sex-and age-specific 95th percentile of the 2000 CDC Growth Charts. Depending on the data system, obesity status may be based either on directly measured or self-reported height and weight. BMI estimates derived from self-reported height and weight tend to be lower than those derived from measured height and weight due to underreporting of weight and
overreporting of height (49). However, self-reported data remain useful in making comparisons by obesity status.

I. Geographic Coverage

1. National Data

Generally, HP2020 data are based on events occurring in the 50 states and the District of Columbia. Unless specifically noted, data for U.S. territories are not included. Most population-based data in HP2020 are from: a national census of events, such as the NVSS or NNDSS; a nationally representative sample survey, such as the NHIS or NSDUH; or a nationally representative catchment area, such as the National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System.

For some objectives, however, complete national data are not available, and data for selected states and/or areas are used to monitor the objectives in lieu of nationally representative data. In these cases, the coverage area (e.g. number of states in the reporting area) is described with the data for the objective and in the Data Details. Examples of these data systems include the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program and the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project.

For some national data systems that cover the entire U.S., such as the NVSS and BRFSS, some data are not available for all states. This is either because data for a specific variable are not collected by some states or because the quality of data for some states is not sufficient to produce reliable estimates for some variables. For example, in the BRFSS, the number of reporting states for some variables can vary from year to year. For example, the data for HP2020 Diabetes objective D-13 (to increase the proportion of adults with diabetes who perform self-blood glucose-monitoring at least once daily) were based on 33 states in 2012, the baseline year, whereas the 2015 data for that objective were based on 38 states. This information is included in the Data Details for all relevant objectives.

2. State and Local Data

For three decades, Healthy People has established benchmarks and monitored progress over time to encourage collaborations across communities and sectors, empower individuals toward making informed health decisions, and measure the impact of prevention activities. For more about the impact of Healthy People at the state, territorial, and local level, see https://healthypeople.gov/2020.
Important data issues arise when comparing Healthy People objectives’ progress between states, or between a state and the nation. To ensure that federal, state, tribal, and local health agencies have the necessary infrastructure to effectively provide essential public health services, HP2020 includes a separate Topic Area, Public Health Infrastructure, aimed at improving infrastructure and surveillance capability; see https://healthypeople.gov/2020.

a. **Objective Wording—Definitions**

Many state and local agencies and organizations have tailored the HP2020 objectives to better focus on specific concerns of their constituents. These modifications may more effectively address the health concerns of the state or local population, but they also reduce comparability when evaluating objective progress relative to the nation, other states, or localities. Examples include EH-14 (increase the proportion of homes with an operating radon mitigation system for persons living in homes at risk for radon exposure) and EH-15 (increase the proportion of single-family homes constructed with radon-reducing features, especially in high-radon-potential areas). Some states have adopted these objectives verbatim, whereas others have included schools or day care centers within the same objective. In addition, the technical definitions and data sources for the same or similar national and state or local objectives may vary considerably.

b. **Population Data—Race and Ethnicity Reporting**

Many Healthy People objectives are population based and are expressed as rates (e.g. C-2, to reduce lung cancer deaths per 100,000), where the denominator is a population estimate produced by the U.S. Census Bureau. The Census Bureau provides population counts from the decennial census for the nation, states, counties, and large municipalities. It also produces annual postcensal estimates for the years following the census. These estimates are available by sex, age, and race and ethnicity. However, the sizes of some racial groups (e.g. American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander) are relatively small, even at the national level, and are distributed unevenly across state and local areas. This precludes many jurisdictions from producing reliable rates for objectives that focus on these populations.

c. **Data Sources for State and Local Data**

The availability and comparability of data for national, state, and local monitoring of Healthy People objectives vary considerably. Some data, especially vital statistics, are readily
available at all geographic levels. The standardization of vital statistics data contributes to their comparability across jurisdictions.

Many Healthy People objectives are monitored using data from the NHIS. Some of these objectives are also monitored at state and local levels using data from the BRFSS. In general, it should be noted that differences in the data collection methods (e.g. in-person vs. telephone interview), differences in response rates, and wording of questions used to monitor the same objectives at the national versus the state level can affect the comparability of the information collected. In addition, even objectives that are monitored using identical questions in the NHIS and the BRFSS may be included only periodically, either in specific rotating modules of the BRFSS (e.g. D-13, to increase the proportion of adults with diabetes who perform self-blood glucose-monitoring at least once daily) or in supplements to the NHIS (e.g. HDS-6, to increase the proportion of adults who have had their blood cholesterol checked within the preceding 5 years). Not all states use these BRFSS modules in any given year. Further, the year of the module rotation may not coincide with national data from the NHIS, which limits comparability between national and state data.

d. Confidentiality of State and Local Data

Some HP2020 objectives address important and sensitive health issues (e.g. deaths from HIV) that are relatively rare events. Reporting event counts or rates by certain characteristics or geocoding and displaying maps of the distribution of sensitive or rare events may jeopardize privacy of affected individuals or confidentiality of the source data. It is often necessary to aggregate data from smaller to larger geographic areas, demographic characteristics, and/or data years to protect confidentiality. In some cases, state or local data may be suppressed to protect confidentiality.
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